A WAY OF LIFE FOR OVER 34 YEARS

We are one of the few larger companies that still maintain the title of family owned and operated. We have not been sold, bought, acquired, merged, adjusted, outsourced, etc. Everyone that is part of Morrell Targets lives in the same county. Seven family members have worked for Morrell and 5 members still do. Our key employees have been with us from the beginning. We believe in our products because it reflects who we are.

We believe a smaller business can bring unparalleled customer service and unbeatable quality products to our dealers. We believe America was founded on small companies like ours and we want to keep this way of life going for generations to come.
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YELLOW JACKET®
STINGER

Stops 335 feet per second
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
38 layers of arrow stopping power
Excellent for compound and traditional bows

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTsertS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

Item No: 88
Replacement Cover: 88RC
Dimensions: 20” x 12” x 20”
Weight: 19 lbs.
Max Speed: 335 FPS
YELLOW JACKET®
SUPREME 3

ITEM 104
12" 23"
28 POUNDS
FIELD POINTS ONLY
EASIEST SHAFT REMOVAL

Stops 365 feet per second
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
62 layers of arrow stopping power
Excellent for compound and traditional bows

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

Item No: 104
Replacement Cover: 104RC
Dimensions: 23” x 12” x 23”
Weight: 28 lbs.
Max Speed: 365 FPS

#huntingstartshere
STILL INNOVATING

Yellow Jacket® targets are the top selling, best known target brand within the archery industry. Even still, the products continue to be innovated and made tougher and tougher. The FPS ratings continue to go up with our targets to match the demand of crossbows.
YELLOW JACKET®
YJ-425

Item No: 105
Replacement Cover: 105RC
Dimensions: 20” x 15” x 20”
Weight: 32 lbs.
Max Speed: 425 FPS

Stops 425 feet per second
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
90 layers of arrow stopping power
Internal frame system
Excellent for compound, crossbow
and traditional bows

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR
FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS
YELLOW JACKET®
YJ-400 SUPER DUPER

Item No: 173
Replacement Cover: 173RC
Dimensions: 25” x 15” x 27”
Weight: 36 lbs.
Max Speed: 450 FPS

Stops 450 feet per second
Weather resistant
Great for long range shooting
E-Z tote carrying handle
96 layers of arrow stopping power
Internal frame system

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

#huntingstartshere
YELLOW JACKET®
YJ-450 PLUS

Item No: 136
Replacement Cover: 136RC
Dimensions: 19” x 19” x 19”
Weight: 36 lbs.
Max Speed: 450+ FPS

Stops 450+ feet per second
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
46 layers of arrow stopping power
Excellent for compound, crossbow
and traditional bows
Shoot all 4 sides for longer target life
Internal frame system

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS
YELLOW JACKET® DISCHARGE

Item No: 140-1
Replacement Cover: N/A
Dimensions: 10” x 8” x 15”
Weight: 9 lbs.
Max Speed: 450+ FPS
(4 PER CASE)

Stops 450+ feet per second
Weather resistant
Safely discharge any crossbow
E-Z tote carrying handle
Great hunting camp target
Easy arrow removal

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTserts OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

#huntingstartshere
Our targets from start to finish are made from American muscle. There is no other way to achieve a target with such high quality standards to withstand all compound bows and crossbows of your average hunter. Machine automation is unique to building targets but very ineffective. It lessens the quality of durability. This is a big reason we do not automate. Our Employees work hard and we are proud of each and every one of them. We believe in our people and they have yet to fail in building superior archery targets.
Completely Fused Layers™
Stops 350 feet per second
Weather resistant
Stops field points and broadheads
E-Z tote carrying handle
32 bullseyes
4 sides for longer target life
Polypropylene wrap
Excellent for any type of bow
Yellow Jacket®
YJ-380 Dual Threat

Item No: 273
Replacement Cover: N/A
Dimensions: 16” x 13” x 18”
Weight: 14 lbs.
Max Speed: 380 FPS

Completely Fused Layers™
Stops 380 feet per second
Weather resistant
Stops field points and broadheads
E-Z tote carrying handle
32 bullseyes
4 sides for longer target life
Polypropylene wrap
Excellent for any type of bow

#huntingstartshere
SAME FOAM. SAME QUALITY. BIG SIZE.

Our High Roller Foam™ has continued to impress archers of all walks of life. Having the ability to stop high speed bows is a must in today’s modern archery world, all the while, keeping the integrity of super easy arrow removal. High Roller Foam™ can do it all and now it’s BIGGER!
“Best target I’ve ever shot.”
-Cam Hanes
High Roller Foam™
Stops 450+ feet per second
Stops field points and broadheads
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
6 sides & 21 bullseyes
 Fade resistant paint
Excellent for all bow types

Item No: 340
Replacement Cover: N/A
Dimensions: 13” x 13” x 13”
Weight: 10 lbs.
Max Speed: 450+ FPS
High Roller Foam™
Stops 500 feet per second
Stops field points and broadheads
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
6 sides & 21 bullseyes
Fade resistant paint
Excellent for all bow types
BLACKJACK

High Roller Foam™
Stops 450+ feet per second
Stops field points and broadheads
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
5 sides & 28 bullseyes
Fade resistant paint
Excellent for all bow types
HIGH ROLLER FOAM TARGETS

BACK TO BACK 2

Item No: 352
Replacement Cover: N/A
Dimensions: 18” x 12” x 20”
Weight: 17 lbs.
Max Speed: 450+ FPS

High Roller Foam™
Stops 450+ feet per second
Stops field points and broadheads
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
4 sides
Fade resistant paint
Deer vitals, turkey vitals, and 9 bullseyes
Excellent for all bow types

HIGH ROLLER FOAM TARGETS

VITAL SIGNS 2

Item No: 362
Replacement Cover: N/A
Dimensions: 19” x 19” x 19”
Weight: 30 lbs.
Max Speed: 450+ FPS

High Roller Foam™
Stops 450+ feet per second
Stops field points and broadheads
Weather resistant
6 sides
Excellent for all bow types
Life-size bear, turkey, 2 deer vitals
and 15 bullseyes
HUNTING STARTS HERE™
BIONIC BUCK

Item No: 315
Replacement Cover: 315RC
Dimensions: 44” x 16” x 47”
Weight: 46 lbs.
Max Speed: 380 FPS

Stops 380 feet per second
Reverse head and rear plate for a new set of vitals
Weather resistant
Porthole at each end of mid section
Life size buck, double drop tine rack
Patented design

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

BIONIC BEAR

Item No: 320
Replacement Cover: 320RC
Dimensions: 46” x 14” x 35”
Weight: 46 lbs.
Max Speed: 380 FPS

Stops 380 feet per second
Life size bear
Weather resistant
Portholes in midsection
Patented design

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSEERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS
BK-300 BUCKSHOT

Item No: 85
Replacement Cover: 85RC
Dimensions: 19” x 11” x 19”
Weight: 18 lbs.
Max Speed: 325 FPS

Stops 325 feet per second
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
30 layers of arrow stopping power
Internal frame system
Easy arrow removal
2 sides and 10 bullseyes
Excellent for compound, crossbow and traditional bows

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS
SAVAGE X12

Stops 325 feet per second
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
30 layers of arrow stopping power
Excellent for compound and traditional bows

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

SAVAGE X16

Stops 425 feet per second
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
90 layers of arrow stopping power
Internal frame system

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

SAVAGE FORCE

Completely Fused Layers™
Stops 380 feet per second
Weather resistant
32 bullseyes
4 sides for longer target life

Item No: 1088
Replacement Cover: 1088RC
Dimensions: 20” x 12” x 20”
Weight: 18 lbs.
Max Speed: 325 FPS

Item No: 1005
Replacement Cover: 1005RC
Dimensions: 20” x 15” x 20”
Weight: 32 lbs.
Max Speed: 425 FPS

Item No: 1073
Replacement Cover: N/A
Dimensions: 16” x 13” x 18”
Weight: 14 lbs.
Max Speed: 380 FPS
ITEM 172 14” x 31” 54 POUNDS FIELD POINTS ONLY EASIEST DRAW REACH

Stops 380 feet per second
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
76 layers of arrow stopping power
Internal frame system
Easy arrow removal
Commercial grade
Excellent for compound, crossbow
and traditional bows

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

Item No: 172
Replacement Cover: 172RC
Dimensions: 29” x 14” x 31”
Weight: 54 lbs.
Max Speed: 380 FPS
“NOBODY CARES, WORK HARDER.”
-CAM HANES
RT-450

Item No: 177
Replacement Cover: 177RC
Dimensions: 24 x 14” x 24”
Weight: 35 lbs.
Max Speed: 450 FPS

Stops 450 feet per second
Weather resistant
E-Z tote carrying handle
Internal frame system
Easy arrow removal
Excellent for compound, crossbow and traditional bows

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTserts OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

MORRELLTARGETS.COM | 1-800-582-7438
WHAT IS ARCHERS USA?

Archers USA is an archery training system designed educate beginning archers. The system was created so that all new archers young or old will be successful immediately and not walk away frustrated after flinging arrows all over the target using more difficult shooting styles. The Archers USA ISC system works amazingly well for retailers who rent equipment as well as for clubs and programs that provide equipment during training. The Archers system can help solve problems faced by the R3 archery community who are working on recruitment, retention, and reactivation. It will help stimulate the recovery of the archery industry by making learning to shoot easy fast and successful.

INDIVIDUAL SHOOTING CODE
ARCHERY SHOOTING SYSTEM BY ARCHERS USA

1 DIGIT 1 RELEASE AID

Release Aid Body
The release aid has an adjustable design that will adjust from 1 to 5: 1 for small hands and 5 for larger hands.

2 DIGIT 2 RELEASE AID

Release Aid Strap
The Release Aid Strap has holes ranging from 1 to 10. They are used to tighten the release on the archer’s wrist. The strap is inserted into the buckle and is positioned to the hole which allows the release to be held comfortably on the archer’s wrist.

3 DIGIT 3 PEEP SIGHT

Four Hole Peep Sight
The peep sight has four peep holes: Diamond, Oval, Triangle, Square. The Diamond peep hole #1 is used for archers with a 19-21 inch draw length. The Oval peep hole #2 is used for archers with a 21-24 inch draw length. The Triangle peep hole #3 is used for archers with a 24-27 inch draw length. The Square peep hole #4 is used for archers with a 27-30 inch draw length.

4 DIGIT 4 POUNDAGE GAUGE

Poundage Gauge
The limb pockets option or weight varies and determines the draw percentage for each archer when tightened all the way down. That will give you the first digit which is 6. For every pound increase the code digit will reduce by one.

5 DIGIT 5 I.S.C. SIGHT

Elevation Adjustment
The elevation adjustment has numbers ranging from 1 to 46 on the elevation portion of the sight. The elevation may be adjusted up or down. The elevation will change if distance from target changes.

6 DIGIT 6 I.S.C. SIGHT

Windage Adjustment
The Windage Adjustment may be adjusted to the right or to the left and ranging from 1 to 35.

THE NEXT STEP IN ARCHERY EDUCATION!

Dale Morrell Founder
Find out more ArchersUSA.com

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR PARTNERS!
PRE-MEASURED ARCHERY LANE TAPE 100 METER ROLL

30" LANE // 100 METERS PER ROLL

ARCHERS USA BOW TRAINING TOOL

ARCHERS USA GENESIS CONVERSION KIT

ARCHERS USA GENESIS POUNDAGE GAUGE
**NASP® ETERNITY SCHOOL**

Item No: 108
Replacement Cover: 108RC
Dimensions: 33” x 13” x 35”
Weight: 60 lbs.
Max Speed: N/A

- Designed for bows 50 lbs or less
- Weather resistant
- Side straps for easy maneuvering
- Tilt proof stability bar
- Roller wheels

**NASP® YOUTH**

Item No: 109
Replacement Cover: 109RC
Dimensions: 28” x 10” x 28”
Weight: 34 lbs.
Max Speed: N/A

**NOT FOR COMMERCIAL OR SCHOOL USE**

- Weather resistant
- 2 shooting sides
- Designed for bows 30 lbs or less
- Great target for NASP training at home
- Easy arrow removal for children
YOUTH ARCHERY ARCADE

Item No: 950
Replacement Cover: 950RC
Dimensions: 28” x 10” x 28”
Weight: 18 lbs.
Max Speed: N/A

Designed for bows 30 lbs or less
Weather resistant
2 shooting sides, over 20 animals
Easy arrow removal for children

YOUTH DELUXE GX

Item No: 117
Replacement Cover: 117RC
Dimensions: 32” x 11” x 32”
Weight: 39 lbs.
Max Speed: N/A

Designed for bows 40 lbs or less
Weather resistant
Full 80 cm target face
Good for recurve bows
Great target for NASP training at home

#huntingstartshere

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTserts OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS
OUTDOOR RANGE

Commercial grade
Official target for I.B.O.
76 layers of arrow stopping power
Weather resistant
Over 50 shooting bullseyes

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSETS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

OUTDOOR RANGE XXL

Commercial grade
Weather resistant
2 shooting sides, over 50 bullseyes
Internal frame system

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSETS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

Item No: 170
Replacement Cover: 170RC
Dimensions: 29” x 13” x 31”
Weight: 54 lbs.
Max Speed: 380 FPS

Item No: 171
Replacement Cover: 171RC
Dimensions: 36” x 15” x 45”
Weight: 85 lbs.
Max Speed: 380 FPS
SUPREME RANGE

Item No: 119
Replacement Cover: 119RC
Dimensions: 29” x 13” x 31”
Weight: 54 lbs.
Max Speed: 380 FPS

Commercial grade
Weather resistant
Long lasting and brutally tough
76 layers of arrow stopping power
Easy arrow removal

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS
**FITA 5 OUTDOOR RANGE**

*Item No: 113-5*
*Replacement Cover: N/A*
*Dimensions: 49” x 13” x 49”*
*Weight: 90 lbs.*
*Max Speed: 450+ FPS*

Long lasting High Roller Foam™
Easy arrow removal
Stops 450+ FPS

---

**MOD 4 BASE**

*Item No: 110-S*
*Replacement Cover: N/A*
*Dimensions: 46” x 20” x 36”*
*Weight: 80lbs*
*Max Speed: N/A*
MOD 4 INDOOR RANGE SYSTEM

54”

Built for commercial use
Shoot all 4 sides for max life
Internal Frame System Technology
Easy arrow removal
Easy to rotate targets
Portable Indoor Range System
Durable metal frame
Portable base also works for the M48

*Cube Targets Included

MOD 4 FRAME & BASE

Item No: 110-FS
Replacement Foam: 110-F
Dimensions: N/A
Weight: 142 lbs
Max Speed: N/A
INDOOR RANGE CUBE

Commercial grade
Weather resistant
Made for all ages
Long-lasting & brutally tough

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

M-48

Commercial grade
Rebuildable
Easy arrow removal
2 shooting sides

NOT RECOMMENDED FOR OUTSERTS OR FIELD POINTS LARGER THAN ARROW SHAFTS

Item No: 106
Replacement Cover: 106RC
Dimensions: 24” x 24” x 24”
Weight: 61 lbs.
Max Speed: N/A

Item No: 107
Replacement Cover: 107RC
Dimensions: 48” x 20” x 48”
Weight: 175 lbs.
Max Speed: N/A
“NOTHING CLEARSD A TROUBLED MIND LIKE SHOOTING A BOW.”

-FRED BEAR
**80 CM PAPER FACE**

- Official size
- Heavy cardboard stock
- Sold individually

**SINGLE SPOT PAPER FACE**

- Official size
- Heavy cardboard stock
- Sold in packs of 100
3 SPOT PAPER FACE

Official size
Heavy cardboard stock
Sold in packs of 100

5 SPOT PAPER FACE

Official size
Heavy cardboard stock
 Sold in packs of 100
POLYPROPYLENE
5 SPOT

Item No: 721
Dimensions: 28” x 42”
Grommets in All 4 Corners
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots

POLYPROPYLENE
SINGLE SPOT

Item No: 722
Dimensions: 28” x 42”
Grommets in All 4 Corners
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots

POLYPROPYLENE
3 SPOT

Item No: 723
Dimensions: 28” x 42”
Grommets in All 4 Corners
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots

POLYPROPYLENE
3 SPOT VERTICAL

Item No: 724
Dimensions: 28” x 42”
Grommets in All 4 Corners
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots
POLYPROPYLENE GOLF

Item No: 725
Dimensions: 26" x 26"

Grommets in All 4 Corners
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots

POLYPROPYLENE BASEBALL

Item No: 726
Dimensions: 20" x 20"

Grommets in All 4 Corners
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots

POLYPROPYLENE 80 CM

Item No: 184
Dimensions: 34" x 34"

Grommets in All 4 Corners
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots

POLYPROPYLENE NWTF

Item No: 2510TF
Dimensions: 30" x 32"

Grommets in 2 Corners
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots
Double-sided target face

POLYPROPYLENE SUPER MAG

Item No: 100TF
Dimensions: 30" x 32"

Grommets in 2 Corners
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots
Double-sided target face
POLYPROPYLENE TARGET FACES FIELD POINT

- Dimensions: 28” x 42”
- Grommets in all four corners
- Takes thousands of shots
- Weather resistant
- Long lasting durable polypropylene

POLYPROPYLENE TURKEY ITEM #182

POLYPROPYLENE COYOTE ITEM #711

POLYPROPYLENE MULE DEER ITEM #712

POLYPROPYLENE WALKING BEAR ITEM #713

POLYPROPYLENE HOG ITEM #714

POLYPROPYLENE ANTELOPE ITEM #715

POLYPROPYLENE STANDING BEAR ITEM #716

POLYPROPYLENE WHITETAIL DEER ITEM #717

POLYPROPYLENE MOUNTAIN LION ITEM #718

POLYPROPYLENE JAVELINA ITEM #719

POLYPROPYLENE BEDDED DEER ITEM #720
POLYPROPYLENE FACE TARGETS
NASP/IBO SERIES
Dimensions: 20” x 42”
Grommets in All 4 Corners for Easy Hanging
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots

POLYPROPYLENE IBO SERIES
RAM
ITEM #801

POLYPROPYLENE IBO SERIES
COYOTE
ITEM #802

POLYPROPYLENE IBO SERIES
WHITETAIL
ITEM #803

POLYPROPYLENE IBO SERIES
TURKEY
ITEM #804

POLYPROPYLENE IBO SERIES
BEAR
ITEM #805

POLYPROPYLENE IBO SERIES
ANTELOPE
ITEM #806

POLYPROPYLENE FACE TARGETS
Life Size
Dimensions: 48” x 48”
6 Grommets for Easy Hanging
Weather Resistant
Long Lasting Durable Polypropylene
Takes Thousands of Shots

POLYPROPYLENE LIFE SIZE
RAM
ITEM #811

POLYPROPYLENE LIFE SIZE
COYOTE
ITEM #812

POLYPROPYLENE LIFE SIZE
WHITETAIL
ITEM #813

POLYPROPYLENE LIFE SIZE
TURKEY
ITEM #814

POLYPROPYLENE LIFE SIZE
BEAR
ITEM #815

POLYPROPYLENE LIFE SIZE
ANTELOPE
ITEM #816
MORRELL
UNSTRUCTURED HAT
LOOSE STYLE

- WOODLAND BROWN CAMO
- GREY FLANNEL ONE PANEL
- VINTAGE TAN
- VINTAGE BUCKHORNS RED
- VINTAGE WOODLAND GREEN CAMO
- VINTAGE CHARRED
OUTDOOR JUNCTION
COOKSVILLE, TN
“MORRELL TARGETS AS A COMPANY
ARE DEPENDABLE FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
AND QUALITY.”

BOW N ARROW SHOP
LAKESIDE, CA
“WE SELL MORRELL TARGETS AND USE
THEM IN OUR RANGE BECAUSE THEY
TAKE THOUSANDS OF SHOTS WHILE
STILL STOPPING ARROWS! YOU CAN’T
GO WRONG WITH MORRELL.”

NEWBURY ARCHERY
GOOSEN, CT
“MORRELL TARGETS ARE EXCEPTIONAL
AND ARE GREAT SELLING SKUS FOR US.”

HOFFMAN ARCHERY INC.
WARRENTON, VA
“We’ve sold Morrell Targets for 10 years now.
They’re affordable, dependable, and
provide great customer service! We’re
very happy to sell them in our shop.”

REEDY’S ARCHERY
MIDDLEBORO, MA
“WE ONLY SELL MORRELL TARGETS IN OUR SHOP BECAUSE
THEIR TECHNOLOGY IS THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY AND
THEIR CUSTOMER SERVICE IS UNMATCHED!”

FLYING ARROW SPORTS
CARMEI, NY
“At Flying Arrow Sports we have complete
confidence in the quality of every
Morrell target we sell. Returns and
complaints are never an issue. Thanks
daLE and the whole Morrell team!”
HP ARCHERY
HENDERSHOT PERFORMANCE
BELPRE, OH

"WE ARE SO PROUD TO HAVE MORRELL AS OUR MAIN TARGET LINE AT HENDERSHOT PERFORMANCE!"

R&L ARCHER
BARRE, VT

"ABSOLUTELY HANDS DOWN, BEST ARCHERY TARGETS IN THE INDUSTRY! MORRELL'S GOT YOUR BACK FOR ALL YOUR ARCHERY TARGET NEEDS."

ARROWHEAD ARCHERY SHOP
TAMPA, FL

"WE ONLY SELL MORRELL TARGETS IN OUR SHOP BECAUSE THEIR TECHNOLOGY IS THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY AND THEIR CUSTOMER SERVICE IS UNMATCHED!"

ARCHERY OUTFITTERS PRO SHOP
TEXARKANA, AR

"AFTER 13 YEARS IN BUSINESS, WE KNOW WHAT TARGETS ARE THE BEST AND THAT'S WHY WE SELL MORRELL TARGETS!"

RIVERSIDE ARCHERY
MOUNT VERNON, WA

"WE HAVE EXPERIMENTED AND SEARCHED FOR THE BEST ARCHERY TARGETS FOR YEARS. WE FOUND MORRELL AND THAT'S OUR TARGET BRAND!"

B&B ARCHERY
PEARL, MS

"MORRELL TARGETS ARE EXTREMELY DURABLE, RELIABLE AND, MOST IMPORTANTLY, AFFORDABLE!"
CAM HANES

KEEP HAMMERING

MICHAEL WADDELL

BONE COLLECTOR

PAT & NICOLE REEVE

TRAVIS TBONE TURNER

NICK MUndT

ART BROWN
DANNY EVANS
NATHAN BROOKS
CHAD SIMPSON
ROBERT SMOTHERS
CHRIS HACKER
CONNIE GRIFFEN

SHERRY HOTT
LANE MURRY
BARRY CAMPBELL
BRIAN JONES
DAN HUMES
EILEEN HUMES
ANDY HOWARD

DENNIS CHUMLEY
DREW NORMAN
HUNTER SMITH
JUSTIN NELSON
MICHAEL MCKNIGHT
TRACI HUM
WAYNE SCHWARTZ

PROSTAFF
Hunting Starts Here